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Outline

● Environment/climate/social inequalities
● Multiple dimensions, scope and scale
● Just transition concept and policies –

employment and distributional effects of 
climate policies – accessibility and 
affordability of low carbon technologies

● Sector specifics: energy, transport in focus
● Why this is a challenge for trade unions?
● JT for all > eco-social state
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Responsibility: Carbon footprint by EU individuals 
tCO2eq/capita
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Vulnerability: Insured for extreme weather, MS, 2019 (%)
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Unequal electricity price, Germany, cents/KWh, 2019
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Energy poverty in EU MS (%), 2019
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Just transition: - NOT `Just another transition`
JT is about `just burden sharing` on way to net-zero 
With a fundamental revision of the economic model JT to a zero‐carbon 
world works only if it also contributes to repair entrenched inequalities of
the past and does not create new ones – TRUST is vital that you are not 
losing on change with different dimensions, scale and scope
Mainstream EU interpretation for `JUST` and for `Transition` 

● Dealing with distributional effects of climate policies (FiT, 
carbon price, ETS design during the transition, access and 
affordability of low-carbon technologies), 

● managing labour market transitions (passive /income
security/ + active measures /job transitions, skills) 

● regional restructuring
● All three aspects to include social dialogue



Scope and scale, just to have in mind
● Given the multi-dimensional aspect of climate related 

inequalities no wonder that “just transition” has multiple 
interpretations, but concrete JT policies `one-dimensional`

● Being aware that our European approach mainly focuses on 
employment and distributional effects of mitigation (not on 
effects of climate change, not considering global effects)

● Does not deal with most of what is meant by “climate 
justice” (global North-global South, carbon footprint 
inequalities, loss and damage, inter-generational)

● Does not take account of most of what was meant by 
“environmental justice” (race, indigenous populations)

● The transition perspective does not really address the 
“destination” – job quality in a zero-carbon world



Just transition: – wrap up - NOT `Just another transition`

No genuine trade-off between green-labour and social
dimensions – still, these may appear in practice
While transition objective is common, concrete changes 
take place in work environments determined by the 
capital-labour relationship
Trade unions in the past were used to managing change 
that was driven by the profit motive. Legitimacy of the 
change was rightly questioned, NOT NOW…
But workplace level employment transitions appear 
within the traditional capital-labour nexus with similar
patterns of reorganisation (e.g. job losses, transitions, 
higher flexibility and work pressure) issues unions 
normally fight against when defending workers’ interests



Just transition for all

● comprehensive and coherent policy framework needed
● Public responsibility in facilitating a transformation that is of 

public interest - JT Fund, regional, industrial policy)
● Timely information and consultation
● Social dialogue, social plans, employment transitions, training 
● Big differences in concrete JT strategies by sector
● For a comprehensive Just Transition strategy to cover multi-

dimensional inequalities addressing climate, environmental and 
social justice claims – the role of the state needs to be redefined

● Eco-social state (social-ecological state) – equal focus on both 
the ecological and social dimensions, strengthened institutions, 
balanced legal framework (hard law – soft law) 


